
Lesson 2

tree say it it a LOUD voice

      say it in a whisper

              

How many times 
can you write it in 1 

minute?

What season are there no leaves on a 
tree?



Lesson 2

Let's recap our sounds!

How many words can you think of 

which have the 'st' sound?

thinkblinkinksinkstinkdrinklinkshrinkthankchunkthrunkskunk



Lesson 2

oo
Our sound of the day is....

We know the 'oo' on its own but today we are looking at the sound as u_e.  

our our

oo as in u_e
our
our



Lesson 2
u-e as in ooOur sound of the day is....

What word is this? Where in school can you find one? 

Let's clap and sound it out! 

Now let's use it to write a sentence.

flute



Lesson 2 u-e as in oo
Our sound of the day is....

What word is this? What does it mean? 

spruce
Let's clap and sound it out! 



Lesson 2
u-e as in ooOur sound of the day is....

What word is this? What does it mean? 

plume
Let's clap and sound it out! 

Now let's use it to write a sentence.



Lesson 2
u-e as in ooOur sound of the day is....

What word are we trying to make? 

Let's clap and sound it out! 

Now let's use it to write a sentence.

b
r

u   e

t



Lesson 2
u-e as in ooOur sound of the day is....

What word are we trying to make? 

Let's clap and sound it out! 

Now let's use it to write a sentence.

ru   ed



Lesson 2
u-e as in ooOur sound of the day is....

What word are we trying to make? What month 
comes next? 

Let's clap and sound it out! 

Now let's use it to write a sentence.

Ju   en - January

- February

- March

-April

-May



Lesson 2
u-e as in oo

Our sound of the day is....

Read and write the correct spellings on your white 
board...

blue or bloo

proon or prune

zue or zoo

broote or brute
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